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mysticism, this book is a valuable resource for students and scholars of Islamic studies, comparative mysticism,
and the intellectual history of Islam.
Komparative Theologie-Reinhold Bernhardt 2009-01-01 Komparative Theologie ist ein neuer Ansatz in der
religionstheologischen Debatte und im deutschen Sprachraum noch nahezu unbekannt. Die Beziehung zwischen
dem Christentum und anderen Religionen soll dabei nicht durch formale Raster bestimmt werden, sondern durch
Vergleiche einzelner Vorstellungs- und Praxisformen. Ausgehend von ausgewählten Fallbeispielen wird in diesem
Band die Tiefengrammatik von religiösen Überzeugungen komparativ herausgearbeitet, der neue
Forschungsansatz vorgestellt und in Vergleichen zwischen christlichen, muslimischen und buddhistischen
Traditionselementen erprobt. Dabei werden die philosophischen Grundlagen, die Anliegen und die bisherigen
Leistungen der Komparativen Theologie deutlich. Ihre unterschiedlichen Ausprägungen kommen zur Darstellung,
werden miteinander ins Gespräch gebracht und an Beispielen kritisch diskutiert. So wird eine spannende neue
Perspektive in der Diskussion um eine theologische Beziehungsbestimmung des Christentums zu den
nichtchristlichen Religionen eröffnet. Mit Beiträgen von J. Fredericks, N. Hintersteiner, M. Hüttenhoff, F. Körner,
A. Middelbeck-Varwick, J. Mohn, R. Neville, Chr. Tietz, P. Valkenberg, K. Ward, U. Winkler, K. von Stosch.

Interreligious Comparisons in Religious Studies and Theology-Perry Schmidt-Leukel 2016-07-14 Can
religions be compared? For decades the discipline of religious studies was based on the assumption that they can.
Postmodern and postcolonial reflections, however, raised significant doubts. In social and cultural studies the
investigation of the particular often took precedence over a comparative perspective. Interreligious Comparisons
in Religious Studies and Theology questions whether religious studies can survive if it ceases to be comparative
religion. Can it do justice to a globalized world if it is limited on the specific and turns a blind eye on the general?
While comparative approaches have come under strong pressure in religious studies, they have started flourishing
in Theology. Comparative theology practices interfaith dialogue by means of comparative research. This volume
asks whether theology and religious studies are able to mutually benefit from their critical and constructive
reflections. Can postcolonial criticism of neutrality and objectivity in religious studies create new links with the
decidedly perspectival approach of comparative theology? In this collection scholars from theology and religious
studies discuss the methodology of interreligious comparison in the light of recent doubts and current objections.
Together with the contributors, Perry Schmidt-Leukel and Andreas Nehring argue that after decades of critique,
interreligious comparison deserves to be reconsidered, reconstructed and reintroduced.

European Perspectives on the New Comparative Theology-Francis X. Clooney 2018-10-09 Printed Edition of
the Special Issue Published in Religions, with a Summary by Perry Schmidt-Leukel

Interreligiöse Theologie-Reinhold Bernhardt 2013-01-01 Interreligiöse Theologie behandelt theologische
Fragen nicht nur auf der Basis der christlichen Tradition, sondern in Bezugnahme auf andere religiöse
Traditionen. In diesem Programm bündeln sich Entwicklungen, die sich in den letzten 50 Jahren in verschiedenen
Bereichen der Theologie ergeben haben, wie z. B. Interkulturelle/Kontextuelle Theologie, Interreligiöser Dialog,
Theologie der Religionen, Systematische Theologie im Horizont der Religionen, Komparative Theologie,
Interreligiöse Feministische Theologie. Die Religionswissenschaft ist dabei eine wichtige Gesprächspartnerin.
*Die Beiträgerinnen und Beiträger diskutieren methodische und inhaltliche Fragen einer interreligiös arbeitenden
Theologie, konkretisieren sie an exemplarischen Beispielen und erschliessen sowohl Probleme als auch Chancen
einer interreligiös ansetzenden Theologie. *Mit Beiträgen von Reinhold Bernhardt, Michael von Brück, Catherine
Cornille, Ulrich Dehn, Wolfgang Gantke, Michael Hüttenhoff, Anja Middelbeck-*Varwick, Marianne Moyaert,
Sigrid Rettenbacher, Perry Schmidt-Leukel, Werner Ustorf.

The Anxiety Cure-Klaus Bernhardt 2018-05-10 The highly effective guide to finding the calm within yourself
Everyone worries, but if worry has taken over your life and has taken the form of anxiety and panic, it’s time to
take control and claim your life back. Pioneering psychotherapist Klaus Bernhardt’s proven anxiety cure has
helped thousands of sufferers lead a calmer, happier life fast. Whether you suffer from general anxiety, panic
attacks or social anxiety, The Anxiety Cure will rid you of your fears once and for all. Using the latest research in
neuroscience combined with the most useful elements of therapies such as CBT, hypnotherapy and positive
psychology, The Anxiety Cure will introduce you to a powerful approach to stop anxiety in its tracks. Within just a
few weeks, using tried and tested mind training and pattern breaker techniques, you will discover the real cause
of your anxiety, learn to rewire negative thinking and completely transform your response to anxiety-inducing
situations and thoughts. Klaus Bernhardt's methods have already been used by thousands of people worldwide to
turn their lives around, and now this practical and easy-to-action book is your chance to take control, regain your
confidence and live your life free of fear and worry.

The New Comparative Theology-Francis X. Clooney, S.J. 2010-06-03 This book is an extended, critical reflection
on the state of interrelgious dialogue in its modern version. While there has been some important writing in the
field of comparative theology, there has been no extended, critical reflection on the state of the discipline in its
modern version, its strengths and problematic areas as it grows as a serious theological and scholarly discipline.
This work of young scholars in conversation with one another, remedies this lack by, as it were, taking the
discipline apart and putting it back together again. The volume seeks to understand how to learn from multiple
religions in a way that is truly open to those religions on their own terms, while yet being rooted in the tradition/s
that we bring to our interreligious study.

Meaning and Method in Comparative Theology-Catherine Cornille 2019-02-21 The first systematic overview
of the field of comparative theology Meaning and Method in Comparative Theology offers a synthesis of and a
blueprint for the emerging field of comparative theology. It discusses various approaches to the field, the impact
of religious views of other religions on the way in which comparative theology is conducted, and the
particularities of comparative theological hermeneutics. It also provides an overview of the types of learning and
of the importance of comparative theology for traditional confessional theology. Though drawing mainly from
examples of Christian comparative theology, the book presents a methodological framework that may be applied
to any religious tradition. Meaning and Method in Comparative Theology begins with an elaboration on the basic
distinction between confessional and meta-confessional approaches to comparative theology. The book also
identifies and examines six possible types of comparative theological learning and addresses various questions
regarding the relationship between comparative and confessional theology. Provides a unique and objective look
at the field of comparative theology for scholars of religion and theologians who want to understand or situate
their work within the broader field Contains methodological questions and approaches that apply to comparative
theologians from any religious tradition Recognizes and affirms the diversity within the field, while advancing
unique perspectives that might be the object of continued discussions among theologians Meaning and Method in
Comparative Theology offers an important basis for scholars to position their own work within the broader field of
comparative theology and is an essential resource for anyone interested in theology conducted in dialogue with
other religious traditions.

Zeitschrift für katholische Theologie- 2008
Handbuch Interreligiöse Seelsorge-Karl Federschmidt 2010-09-06 Die Gesellschaften in Europa werden immer
multikultureller und multireligiöser. Kirchen und Religionen sind herausgefordert, sich mit dieser Situation zu
beschäftigen und Möglichkeiten für das Zusammenleben der unterschiedlichen Menschen zu entwickeln. Dies gilt
auch für die seelsorgliche Arbeit. In der christlichen Seelsorge - aber auch in der »Seelsorge« anderer Religionen
- gibt es zunehmend Begegnungen zwischen Menschen, die unterschiedlichen Religionen angehören. Das
vorliegende Handbuch widmet sich erstmals im deutschsprachigen Raum dieser Thematik und ihren vielfältigen
Aspekten. Es stellt Grundlagen und zentrale Themen interkultureller Seelsorge vor und gibt Hilfen für Theorie
und Praxis des seelsorglichen Umgangs mit Menschen anderer Religion. Zu den Themen gehören unter anderem:
- die Frage nach dem Selbstverständnis verschiedener Religionen und ihrer Funktion in einer post-traditionalen
Gesellschaft; - die Bedeutung von Sprache, Ritualen, Familienmodellen, bireligiösen Paarbeziehungen und die
Frage des Religionswechsels; - die Darstellung praktischer Erfahrungen mit interreligiöser Seelsorge in
verschiedenen kirchlichen Arbeitsbereichen (Kindergarten, Jugendarbeit, Krankenhaus, Schule und Hochschule,
Diakonie, Gefängnis, Nofallseelsorge); - Perspektiven für die Weiterentwicklung interreligiöser Seelsorge, wobei
auch die Entwicklungen und Erfahrungen in anderen europäischen Ländern einbezogen werden.

Moderne Zugänge zum Islam-Hamideh Mohaghegh 2010

Das Heil der Anderen-Hubert Frankemölle 2010

The Im-possibility of Interreligious Dialogue-Catherine Cornille 2008 In the face of competing religious
claims in our shrinking world, many turn to dialogue as a hopeful way of fostering understanding and reducing
violence. But why does actual dialogue so often fail? This provocative study investigates the possibilities and limits
of interreligious dialogue. By showing the significant obstacles for dialogue within Christianity, the book also
proposes ways in which these obstacles may be overcome from within. Major themes include Humility, Conviction,
Interconnection, Empathy, and Generosity.

Theologische Revue- 2006

The Other Prophet-Mouhanad Khorchide 2019-11-15 The Qur'an identifies Jesus as a sign of God, and he holds a
place as one of the most important prophets in Islam. Looking at Jesus in Islam also reveals both deep differences
from and rich connections to the view of Jesus in Christianity. In The Other Prophet, Mouhanad Khorchide and
Klaus von Stosch explore and explain the position of the Qur'anic Jesus, with one scholar working from the
Muslim and the other from the Christian theological perspective. Their combined research presents a history of
Jesus' presence in the Qur'an and provides astute observations to deepen the understanding of both Christians
and Muslims. Here we find that a common view of Jesus from the Muslim and Christian sides is not only possible,
but also expands our understanding of Jesus and his message.

Practical Mysticism in Islam and Christianity-Saeed Zarrabi-Zadeh 2016-01-29 Practical Mysticism in Islam
and Christianity offers a comparative study of the works of the Sufi-poet Jalal al-Din Rumi (1207-1273) and the
practical teachings of the German Dominican, Meister Eckhart (c1260-1327/8). Rumi has remained an influential
figure in Islamic mystical discourse since the thirteenth century, while also extending his impact to the Western
spiritual arena. However, his ideas have frequently been interpreted within the framework of other mystical,
philosophical, or religious systems. Through its novel approach, this book aims to reformulate Rumi’s practical
mysticism by employing four methodological principles: a) mysticism is a coherent structure with mutual
interconnection between its parts; b) the imposition of alien structures to interpret any particular mysticism
damages its inward coherency; c) practical mysticism consists of two main parts, namely practices and stages;
and d) the proper use of comparative methodology enables a deeper understanding of each juxtaposed system.
Eckhart’s speculative mysticism, which differs from and enjoys similarities with the love-based mysticism of Rumi,
provides a "mirror" that highlights the special features of Rumi’s practical mysticism. Such comparison also
allows a deeper comprehension of Eckhart’s practical thought. Offering a critical examination of practical
komparative-theologie-interreligiose-vergleiche-als-weg-der-religionstheologie-beitrage-zu-einer-theologie-der-religionen-german-edition

Theologische Literaturzeitung- 2001

Night Driving-Chad Bird 2017 Journeys that begin in brokenness rarely follow a straight road to healing. There
are twists and turns--and setbacks--on the path of repentance. Night Driving tells the story of a pastor and
seminary professor whose moral failures destroyed his marriage and career, left his life in ruins, and sent him
spiraling into a decade-long struggle against God. Forced to fight the demons of his past in the cab of the semitruck he drove at night through the Texas oil fields, Chad Bird slowly began to limp toward grace and healing.
Drawing on his expertise as an Old Testament scholar, Bird weaves together his own story, the biblical story, and
the stories of fellow prodigals as he peels back the layers of denial, anger, addiction, and grief to help readers
come face-to-face both with their own identities and with the God who alone can heal them.

Interfaith Engagement in Milwaukee-Irfan A. Omar 2020-02-05 This book offers a brief history of
Christian¿Muslim as well as multifaith relations in Milwaukee, Wisconsin begun in 1980 when two Franciscan
Sisters teamed up with a Muslim professor of a local university to begin a journey of dialogue, friendship, and
activism that had a lasting effect on their group and the community. They launched one of the first ¿Islamic
Christian¿ dialogues in the country, which soon became internationally known. This book brings together their
stories of encounter and collaboration alongside those of other interfaith actors. The initial Christian-Muslim
dialogue inspired the next generation of leaders to continue the work of building trust and mutual understanding
through educational programs and social activism. This book is in part based on qualitative research highlighting
the importance of interfaith dialogue and documenting the social and communal benefits derived from interfaith
interactions and partnerships.

A Muslim View of Christianity-Mahmoud Ayoub 2007-01-01 This major collection of essays begins with a brief
biography of well-known Islam scholar Mahmoud Ayoub and a substantial introduction by Ayoub to his study of
Christianity and Muslim-Christian dialogue. A bibliography of Ayoub's significant publications is included. The
essays are grouped into four sections.

Religionswissenschaft als Welt-Theologie-Andreas Grünschloss 1994

What is “Islamic” Art?-Wendy M. K. Shaw 2019-10-31 An alternate approach to Islamic art emphasizing literary
over historical contexts and reception over production in visual arts and music.

Relating Religion-Jonathan Z. Smith 2004-11-10 One of the most influential theorists of religion, Jonathan Z.
Smith is best known for his analyses of religious studies as a discipline and for his advocacy and refinement of
comparison as the basis for the history of religions. Relating Religion gathers seventeen essays—four of them
never before published—that together provide the first broad overview of Smith's thinking since his seminal 1982
book, Imagining Religion. Smith first explains how he was drawn to the study of religion, outlines his own
theoretical commitments, and draws the connections between his thinking and his concerns for general
education. He then engages several figures and traditions that serve to define his interests within the larger
setting of the discipline. The essays that follow consider the role of taxonomy and classification in the study of
religion, the construction of difference, and the procedures of generalization and redescription that Smith takes to
be key to the comparative enterprise. The final essays deploy features of Smith's most recent work, especially the
notion of translation. Heady, original, and provocative, Relating Religion is certain to be hailed as a landmark in
the academic study and critical theory of religion.

Der eine Gott und die Welt der Religionen-Markus Witte 2003
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The Unity of Reality-Michael von Brück 1991

Religious Education as a Second Language-Gabriel Moran 1989

Comparative Theology-Francis X. Clooney, SJ 2011-09-09 Drawing upon the author’s three decades of work in
comparative theology, this is a pertinent and comprehensive introduction to the field, which offers a clear guide to
the reader, enabling them to engage in comparative study. The author has three decades of experience of work in
the field of comparative theology and is ideally placed to write this book Today’s increasing religious diversity
makes this a pertinent and timely publication Unique in the depth of its introduction and explanation of the
discipline of ‘comparative theology’ Provides examples of how comparative theology works in the new global
context of human religiosity Draws on examples specific to Hindu-Christian studies to show how it is possible to
understand more deeply the wider diversity around us. Clearly guides the reader, enabling them to engage in
comparative study

exploration of a theology of human persons. Throughout this collection of newly authored contributions, key
themes are addressed: human agency and grace, the soul, sin and salvation, Christology, glory, feminism, the
theology of human nature, and other major themes in theological anthropology in historic as well as contemporary
contexts.

Behind the Masks of God-Robert C. Neville 1991-01-01 Behind the Masks of God develops an abstract concept
of creation ex nihilo to compare and contextualize many of the symbols and more concrete ideas of divinity in
world religions. The first focus is Christianity, and the book is put forward as an essay in Christian theology. In
addition, the essay asks how creation ex nihilo serves to relate Christianity to other religions, particularly those of
China. Neville addresses both Buddhism and Christianity, and to a lesser extent Taoism, as test cases for the
applicability of creation ex nihilo as a fundamental comparative category for connecting theistic religions with
non-theistic ones.

Religion in Mind-Jensine Andresen 2001-06-28 Originally published in 2001, Religion in Mind summarizes and
extends the advances in the cognitive study of religion throughout the 1990s.
Zeitschrifteninhaltsdienst Theologie- 1999

Religion and Revelation-Keith Ward 1994-09-30 Since first Thomas Aquinas defined theology as revelation, or
the rational elucidation of revealed truth, the idea of revelation has played a fundamental role in the history of
western theology. This book provides a new and detailed investigation of the concept, examining its nature,
sources, and limitations in all five of the major scriptural religions of the world: Christianity, Judaism, Islam,
Hinduism, and Buddhism. The first part of the book discusses the nature of theology, and expounds the
comparative method as the most useful and appropriate for the modern age. Part Two focuses on the nature of
religion and its early historical manifestations, whilst the third part of the book goes on to consider the idea of
revelation as found in the great canonical traditions of the religions of the world. Part Four develops the
distinctively Christian idea of revelation as divine self-expression in history. The final part of the book discusses
how far the idea of revelation must be revised or adapted in the light of modern historical and scientific thought,
and proposes a new and positive theology of revelation for the future. The book includes discussions of the work
of most major theologians and scholars in the study of religion - Aquinas, Tillich, Barth, Temple, Frazer, and Evans
Pritchard - and should be of interest to many scholars and students of comparative religion and theology, and
anthropologists.

Basics of Religious Education-Gottfried Adam 2014 This volume offers an introduction to all questions of
teaching Religious Education as a school subject and as an academic discipline related to this subject. The
chapters cover most of the aspects that religion teachers have to face in their work, as well as the theoretical
background necessary for this task. The volume is a textbook for students and teachers of religious education, be
it in school or in an academic context, who are looking for reliable information on this field. The book has proven
its usefulness in German speaking countries. This volume is the English translation of the German Compendium of
Religious Education (edited by Gottfried Adam and Rainer Lachmann). The present English version is based on
the 2012 edition which aims for a most current representation of the field. The background of the book is
Protestant but its outlook is clearly ecumenical, and questions of interreligious education are considered in many
of the chapters. The compendium continues to be widely used in Germany, Austria and Switzerland - as an
introduction to the field and as a handbook for students who are preparing for their final exams. The English
edition makes this compendium available to students and colleagues in other countries.

The Religions of the World and Their Relations to Christianity-Frederick Denison Maurice 1852

Grammars of Identity/alterity-Gerd Baumann 2005-11-15 Deals with the issues of the construction of Self and
Other in the context of social exclusion of those perceived as different. This collection focuses on one theoretical
proposition, namely, that the seemingly universal processes of identity formation and exclusion of the 'other' can
be differentiated according to three modalities.

Religion and Historic Faiths-Otto Pfleiderer 1907

Interreligious Hermeneutics-Catherine Cornille 2010-07-01 Catherine Cornille, Boston College David Tracy,
University of Chicago Divinity School Werner Jeanrond, University of Glasgow Marianne Moyaert, University of
Leuven John Maraldo, University of North Florida Reza Shah-Kazemi, Institute of Ismaili Studies Malcolm David
Eckel, Boston University Joseph S. O'Leary, Sophia University John P. Keenan, Middlebury College Hendrik
Vroom, VU University Amsterdam Laurie Patton, Emory University

The History of Scientific Atheism-Jan Tesař 2019-07-15 The book analyses under what conditions was it
possible to develop scientific atheism which was by the contemporaries in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia
understood not only as a branch of propaganda but as a specific scholarly discipline. It maps out not only the state
of affairs before the organizational changes allowed the emergence of research but also analyses the motivation
which led the historical actors to make such decision in both national contexts. One of the key findings is
undoubtedly the fact that scientific atheism developed as a new type of thinking about religious phenomena within
the context of Marxist-Leninist epistemological doctrine. Moreover, if the socio-political conditions were
favorable, it also contributed to the rethinking of the key aspects of Marxist doctrine. The comparative analysis
allows to draw conclusions about the existence of specifically Soviet and Czechoslovakian scientific atheism and
questions the level of sovietization in this context.

Religious Truth-Robert Cummings Neville 2001-01-01 Explores religious truth in a range of world religions and
discusses the issue and philosophical implications of comparison itself.

The Ashgate Research Companion to Theological Anthropology-Joshua R. Farris 2015-03-28 In recent
scholarship there is an emerging interest in the integration of philosophy and theology. Philosophers and
theologians address the relationship between body and soul and its implications for theological anthropology. In
so doing, philosopher-theologians interact with cognitive science, biological evolution, psychology, and sociology.
Reflecting these exciting new developments, The Ashgate Research Companion to Theological Anthropology is a
resource for philosophers and theologians, students and scholars, interested in the constructive, critical
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Theology After Vedanta-Francis Xavier Clooney 1993-01-01

Interreligious Learning-Didier Pollefeyt 2007
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